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Children's Book and Media Review, Vol. 3 [1982], Iss. 2, Art. 1
The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is intended for those who are
interested in learning about recent children's books, particularly teachers and l ibrarians
who select books for young readers .

We are aware, as you are, that a book review is not infallible. Each is the work of
a person trying to evaluate a book objectively, but the final test must be administered by
the individual reader. We hope our efforts wi-ll help give both adults and children that
opportunity to experience more books and reach their own conclusions.
REVIEWERS
The reviewers are primarily teachers and librarians who represent all levels of education from the primary grades through college.
GRADE LEVEL
The approximate grade level of the intended reader is identified in the left margin .
When the reviewer believes that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of readers,
no upper limit is indicated . Many books, including some picture books, find a favorable
reader response far beyond the reading level indicated by the vocabulary, treatment of
subject, or format.
RATING SYSTEM
In order to convey quickly the overall quality of a book, a ratino is located immediately under the grade level to the left of each revi ew. The explanation of the
:-atings are:

*

Exceptional quality or merit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special recognition .

A

Excellence . Books which receive a rating of A will add strength to a li brary
and should find wide acceptance among young readers.

B

Recommended for libraries which need additional books in a specific subject area .
Generally books with a rating of B are dependable if not outstanding.

C

Will have appeal for some readers despite significant shortcominqs.
purchased only after careful consideration.

NR

Should be

Not recommended .

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is printed nine times annua lly,
once each month from September through May. Subscription rates are $6.00 per year. Please
address all correspondence to :
Brigham Young University Children's Book Review
Department of Elementary Education
243 McKay Building
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84602
The views expressed in this publication are personal op1n1ons of the
reviewers and are not to be taken as policy statements or endorsements
by Tne Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints or Bri~ham Young
University .
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Tlte SeC/I.e.t Powe...t o6 .the Pyltllmi.t:JA. ; Franklin 1'/atts, Inc. , 1980.

ISBN 0-531-02929-8.

83p.

A pseudo-scientific discussion of the principles of pyrarnidology, this book left me
wondering whether I had just experienced another good, ald Rosacrucian leg-pull, or whether
somewhere there might be some legitimate infonnation to indicate otherwise . A study of
the popular mystical energy force stemning from the pyramid shape (most effective if
based on the proportions of the ''Great Pyramid of the Pharoah Cheops"), this book is
neither titillating nor totally factual, with a few insubstantial concrete experimental
examples (i.e., the grm."th ·of seeds influenced by pyramids, and the sharpness of razor
blades ditto) and no supported conclusions.
A bibliography, an index, some specific measurements and diagrams might furnish a
springboard for extended interest, but this book would not likely inspire it. Should
local current interest in the subject seem active, one of the primary source books in
the field would probably be more useful; this one might be slightly better than nothing.

·-J.F.
Anno ,

26024.

A
all
ages

AMo' ·l .llag.<.c.a.t ABC.
$16.95. 64p.

~itstJDasa.

F~.

Thomas Y. Crowell, 1981.

1- i

1-4

ISBN 0-690-04145-4.

Dial Press, 1982.

ISBN 0-8037 ·

A GUt.t Called Bob a.nd d Ho.t~e Called Yo/U is not a book for horse lovers because the
horse is a flat character who is shipped off to a~rm before the reader ever gets a
chance to get acquainted with him. I loaned the book to a niece because she loves
horses and she said it was too slow moving. That was partly because she, like I, was
expecting the horse to become central to the story . When I finally began reading the
story to find out about Bob, I found it quite well done .
Bob struggles with her bossy grandmother, the prissy girls in her class, and the
milkman's son. In the process of the story, she learns to appreciate all of these
problem people and she stays true to herself. The rhythm of the dialogue stays in your
ear so that the reader can almost hear Bob talk. She's a likeable tomboy. You will
be glad you met her.--L.H.

Carrick, Carol .
Unpaged.

:\

LC 80-

The book coverleaf says this is Felicia Bond's first book. I was surprised; I was
so sure I had met Poinsettia the Pig before! Therefore I can only assume that Poinsettia
is just ere kind of character who seems like an old friend. Or else I met myself coming .
Poinsettia has six brothers and sisters who interfere with her streak of privacyloVing introversion. Obviously a large family cramps her style. So when they decide
to move to a bigger house , Poinsettia privately decides not to go with them. Come
moving day, " .• • Poinsettia lay low in the pachysandra. Nobody noticed. The car seemed
full. She lay there a long time, just in case they came back. They didn't. 'Good!'
Poinsettia said ... " She is "a pig in bliss"·- for all of half ·a-day . After that, her
long-sought solitude begins to pall on her.
Bond has a feel for subtle h1.1110r as well as a genius with words. Her characters'
names are reminiscent of Rosemary Wells, as is her wonderfully expressive art. The
te.xt would be funny alone, but the illustrations make it hilarious ! I hope to see more
of Felicia Bond. --T .H.

Camobell, Barbara. A G.i-"t.i. Called Bob a.nd d Hc,'IAe Called Yo!U .
. 3150-7. LC 81·68i80. S9. 89 . 16i p .

B

ISBN 0-399-20788-0.

The subtitle of this book is "An Anamorphic Alphabet. " The reader is told that this
technique of arts was understood by ancient Greek painters and sculptors who distorted
their works when created in raised positions so they would appear nonnal when seen from
below. The word anamorphosis was coined during the 17th century to describe this popular
method. This delightful book presents the letters of the alphabet as well as unique
symbols for each letter in anamorphic form. Included in the book are two sheets of
mirror paper which are taped to a can or drinldng glass to View the anamorphic letters .
This is all great fun, but what will be the greatest appeal of the book is in the center,
where the author explains to the reader how he or she can make his or her own anamorphic
picture. A delightful book for all ages, but especially for 8-12 year olds . --K .S.

Bond, Felicia. Pc~~U1 5 Het
LC 81-43035. $7.89. 3Zp .

1-3

G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1980.

Two

Co qo~e4 .

Clarion Books, 1982.

ISBN 0-89919-078-Z.

LC 81-38490.

Sll . SO

Carol Carrick provides both infonnation and suspense in this dramatic story of a
male covote and his mate as they struggle to survive a mild liinter ( their usual diet of
animals· who die fran illness or starvation is not available) .
Donald Carrick supports and adds to the book with illustrations that highlight both
the beautv of the wilderness and the battle for survival among its inhabitants. Sheepherders won't like the book, but this reader did, with definite sympathies for the
determined coyotes . - -L.H.
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Casey , Winifred Rosen. Henr-ietta and the Gong S~om Hong Kong .
ISBN 0-590-07657-4. LC 80-19526. $7 .95. ; Unpaged.

A
Pre4

Henrietta 1 s character is aptly symbolized by the bolt of lightning on her sweater
and a mop of curly hair which stands out in all directions. When Henrietta gets going,
she e."q>lodes in all directions. Henrietta is afflicted by Evelyn, an older sister-- the
kind who always looks pretty, acts like a lady and who is completely obnoxious because
she knows how good she is.
hben the family goes to visit the grandparents, Henrietta is warned repeatedly to be
careful of the Olinese antiques. Her favorite is a gong (from Hong Kong) which has a
sound that "bursts open like a fiery gold flower."
At dinner Henrietta makes the mistake of refusing to eat her soup and casserole (you
never know what 1 s hidden in them) so she is told that she gets no chocolate cake. Watching
Evelyn savor every roouthful is too I1IUCh and Henrietta explodes. In the process, she gets
the cake all over her, the table, and the house, as a climax, ttiiD les the gong down the
stairs.
Henrietta discovers that all the fuss was worthwhile when her grandmother tells her
she had a little girl just like her--one who knocked everything over, forgot things,
collected dirt and was a very picky eater--Henrietta's own mother.
The amusing story is convincing and well told. Henrietta becomes a volcanic heroine,
but !11lc.h to be preferred over her pretty sister. Olorao 's illustration gives strength
and support to the story of a little girl who loves big gong sounds and chocolate cake.
--L.H.

Courlander, Harold. The C!t.~.t IVld The IUde.
20536- 7. LC 81-9739. $11.95. 96p.

A
3+

3- i

Coward, ].t:Cann & Geoghegan, 1982.

ISBN 0-698-

Eleven different groups of African people are represented in this collection of
folktales, making the reader wish that a map had been included to show the location of
each group; however, notes on the stoty are written at the end of the book which identify
the African co1.mtry in which each tribe lives . The stories are clear and well written.
the sayings at the end will remind the reader of the morals in fables. The stories are
on many themes.
Some of the favorites were "A Olief :-fame His Heirs , " which explains the advice
"inherit thoughtfully;" "The Crest and the Hide:' which graphically warns of the limits
of friendships; "Peki the ~ician;' which shows the pa.~er of music to man.
V'achula's black-and-white drawinsts capture the flavor of the people and its animals
with a picture at the beginning of each sto-r:·. --L.H.

Cusack, Isabel Langis. .\lit.
049581-*. LC 79-984.

A

Four Winds Press, 1981.

Whea.t6.iel.d'~

$9.95.

Lo6.t. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981. ISBN 0-03-

143p.

Most of the neighbors went out of their way to avoid crotchety Mr. Wheatfield, but
eleven-year-old Ellis Hampton was anxious to meet the old man. Mr. Wheatfield had been
well known as an e."t"Pert on racing pigeons and Ellis wanted to learn everything he could
about the birds.
It was difficult for Ellis to COI!IIrullicate, as he had lost his pa.~er of speech at the
age of four, after seeing his father struck and killed by lightning. But his desir e to
learn about the pigeons was so great that it gave him the courage he needed to approach
the scary old man.
Mr. lfueatfield turned out to be very kind, though certainly brusque , and e."<tremely
helpful to yo1.mg Ellis. In fact, Ellis started spending so much time at Mr . Wheatfield's
that his stepfather, Jesse, felt hurt and his mother worried that he was not happy at
home.
Ellis liked hearing about Mr . Wheatfield's racing experiences and appreciated his
help in training Part leigh, the "racer'' Ellis had picked out and pur chased for himself.
The lonely boy also enjoyed associating with two young transient fann workers who were
staying temporarily at Mr. Wheatfield's place .
The temporary loss of Partleigh and another terrib le stonn became the catalysts
whic~ initiated some very important changes in Ellis' life and in his relationship with
his familv.
A sympathetic treatment of a child with speech problems, the story emphasizes the
positive aspects of Ellis' personality . It also provides helpful information about
racing pigeons . --A.M.M.

Dodson, Susan. Ha.ve You Seen TIUA Ghci..? Four Winds Press , 1982.
69516 . $9.95. 182p.

ISBN 0 -590-07633-7.

LC 81-

The first pages of this yo1.mg adult novel screamed 'Don't bother' 1.-ith flip slang,
inner tunnoil, adolescent self-searching ... all the ingredients of another ho-hummer ,
but occasionally perseverance is rewarded! Ha.ve You Seen TIL-WGhti.. is the story of
B
Young Tom Carpenter ••ho runs away (page 1) from his "lovely upper-middle-class home in Ann
Adult Arbor" to find his girl friend, Kathy, and make a life with her away from the disagreeable home circunstances they each abhor. Before TCJII is through searchi ng New Yor k with
the help of a liberated aunt who is a lvTi ter and has experienced some of Tom 's
alienation in her own early life, he has seen seamy as he never dreamed i t could be, has
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become aware of his own failings in the honesty departJnent, and has taken a few steps
toward adulthood. On the other hand, Kathy, who is co-existing in the same environment
(they are often only yards away from one another) has opted to pursue the seamy life on
a more glamourous level (she is on her way to porno movie starhood when the book ends)
and has revealed the basic differences between the Kathy who is, and the Kathy Tom is
searching for. The ingenious method of the book ' s construction •.. layering the two
stories one against the other, keeping them separate with the use of italic print . . .
simulates the conditions of the action and is generally quite effective.
There are partS of the book where language and explicit description as well as
implied se:rual action might prove unacceptable; the book is not for the lower teens.
However, the story line reads enticingly the characters define oorality by its absence and
the book has sanething to say worth being heard. For borderline kids who contemplate
deep water in their peripheral vision, it might even be vital. --J .F.
Ehrlich, twy. Leo,
$6.99 . 64p .

Zac.~,

a.n.d Emmie..

The Dial Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-8037-4761-6.

LC 81-2604.

The trouble with three is that it's an odd mmer. And when Fmnie canes to Room 208
as the new girl in the second grade, Zack and Leo find their friendship getting
complicated. Enmie has the attractive talent of wiggling her ears. Also, .she can nm
fast and name all the dinosaurs. Leo and Zack decide she's probably okay and want to
A
Pre- rna~ a three-way friendship of it, but as is so often the case, one of the three seems
to get left out from time to time.
3
I recognized my own childhood in this story- -and I only wish we'd had these kinds of
easy-to-read books when I was Enmie 's age. 'See-Dick-See-Jane-See-Spot' had me
convinced, at age 6, that "easy" meant "stupid." Cbviously I was wrong.
As usual for Steven Kellogg, the illustrations are a delight. All you Jilmny's Boa
fans will be lining up for this one, and well-stocked libraries will need oore than
one copy!--T.H.
Erskine, Jim. 8e.dtime. Sto~q .
$8.95. Unpaged.

c
3-5

Crown Publishers, Inc., 1982.

3+

Kin3

Houghton Mifflin, 1981.

ISBN 0-

This is a well written informative book about black bears. Especially interesting
are the facts that have been found since scientists began using radio telemetry (a
radio transmitter attached to the bear) to follow the oovements of the animals .
Even if the reader has never wondered about bears, he will find intriguing facts like
how scientists tell the bear's age accurately, the difference in size of territory
between male and female, the soLmds and IIIOVements that warns one of aggressive bear
behavior and how long they hibernate and what happens to their bodies during that time.
Ford includes an a~cellent discussion of man's attitudes toward bears and why bears
tend to be htDDanized by people. There are IUJilerous black- and-white photographs
illustrating the facts discussed in the book.
Ford's last chapter tells how man will have to cooperate with animal scientists if
the bears are to continue to exist . There is a selected bibliographies and an inda"'(.-- L.H .

Foreman, ~tichael. T~~ck
59.99. Unpaged.

A

LC 81-3163.

Erskine writes a bedtime story within a story. It is a quiet tale with the apparent
intent of getting the listener ready to close his/her eyes in sleep. The illustrations
are done in pale blue, green, yellow and black which adds to the quiet feeling. The
language, however, does not have enough parallel rhythm to cOIIIIIlmicate the lullaby effect
that Erskine seems to l•iant to achieve.
With no story excitement or quiet hypnotic effect, the story becomes a bore.--L.H.

Ford, Barbara. Slac.~ Se.atl: The. Sp.i.M..t o6 the ill.i.ldeltrti!A<!. .
395-30444-X. LC 80-29227. $8.95. 179p.

A

ISBN 0-Sli-54540-3.

~ T~~.

Philomel, 1981.

ISBN 0-399-61185-1 (PLB).

LC 81-293.

Michael Foreman's cheerfully fierce wild animals a~amine all possible means oi
foiling their enemies the trackers (equally fierce ~eaderthals). In a :oom view of
history as it might have been, the animals come up with skateboards which first confoLmd
the trackers then entice them as the resourceful beasts escape, ..:onfuse, entertain and
finally phase themselves out of danger.
Foreman's tricky animals people an enchanting world of clear colors, vibrant action
and unique environment. Even the adults should enjoy this one ... but buy it for the
picture book set (the ooral may escape them, but the joy 1•on't!) .--J . F.

Forrester, Victoria .
57.95. Unpaged.

Be.a..t~

& Th~ .

AtheneLIIl, 1982.

ISBN 0-689-30913-9.

LC 81-15071.

Bea~t-~ a.n.d The).:;.~ is subtitled A Book For Bear Lovers, but I would suppose that those
who like to play with language, 1•hether they like bears or not, are the book's more ideal
audience. The book is channing and delightful, consisting of word plays and gags that
depend on two elements: the potential of certain cliches and terms for playing on the
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word "bear," and the author-illustrator's talent for extending those word plays with
witty, graceful line drawings into what fo+- true pun connoisseurs can only be called the
sti>lime. .<Wong my favorite picture-puns are a unruly bear-faced (no pun intended)
genius called "Ludwig Van Bearthoven," a bear posing as an arts -and-crafts flower planter
to attract bees called "wheelbarrow," and a picture captioned "tmbearable" that illustrates
that adjective very cleverly with the kind of pun that 4Jses friends.
Because many of the jokes are subtle or sophisticated, the book is probably beyond
the canprehension of small children, but late-childhood and early-adolescence readers
should be able to appreciate much of it. The book is certainly not too juvenile fo r
adults unless, as sane have .claimed , pun-love is a sign of arrested developnent.--R.E . R.

Franzen, :'lils -Olof. Aga.ton Sax a.nd the S(,g R.ig.
LC 80-2693. $8.95. 128p.
B
3+

ISBN 0-233-96754-0.

So Sax is a series established in a stereotyped style and synopsis. But I love it
because it is so z.any and the story line takes such (]UtJt~ turns .
An international gang are going to divert and hijack North Sea Oil by building their
own pipeline . The leader of the gang is a distinguished professor who is the world's
leading authority on the obscure language of Cryptic. In the end Aunt Matilda puts her
oar in and helps rescue our f<UOOus detective when things get a bit squeaky. --T . K.H .

Hartman, Evert. Walt (IL(..thou,t F!Li..e.nd6.
LC 82- 10093. $10.95 . 2l8p.

7+

Andre Deutsch, 1981.

Crown Publishers, Inc., 19i9.

ISBN 0-517-54754-6 .

Growing up is difficult enough during normal times , but occupied Holland during World
War II accentuated the problems for 15-year-old Arnold l"estervoort, whose father was a
meniler of the ~B. the futch Naz.i party, whose llleiiDers pledged loyalty to the Getman
Fuhrer and who collaborated with the Getman occupation troops. Respectful of his parents
and often moved to patriotic chills by his father's ringing calls to duty no matter what
the personal cost, Arnold tried hard to believe his father was right, suffering the
ostracism of his classmates, being huniliated in class by his teachers, and enduring
the vicious physical attacks on the school grounds.
But when his reports to his father Qf mistreatJnent at school result in impr isonment
by the Gemans for his teachers, classmates, or their parents, he wondered. Even the
powerful patriotic feelings evoked by his trip to Utrecht to the ~Jaz.i party rally with
other members of his youth Jeugdstorm couldn't keep the doubts away. :'Jor could his
admiration for the way his fellow NSBer classmate, Piet Bergman, was able to stand up
to the insults and attacks of the teachers and students blind him to Piet 1 s unfeeling
pleasure in turning in those who wronged him. But it was when he caught Marloes, the
girl whan he though't liked him a little, delivering to the underground the ration cards
stolen from the Distribution Office where his father worked tha't he realized he couldn't
turn her in, that sanehow something mattered more than duty to the party. Besides, his
mind was buz.zing with her information about people being kicked to death in the concentration camps he had heard about. Fran this pivotal incident to the end of the story,
.~old lives a double life.
Readers will live the tension and danger of Arnold's battles with his enemies and
his conscience as he struggles with questions of love, loyalty, duty , patriotism, and
his unfulfilled human need for recognition and acceptance by his peers and his need to
share his thoughts and feelings with someone his own age . And ou't of his traumatic
life comes his growing concern of the need for hunan compass ion and love. A taut,
canpelling, and moving story.--B.H.H.

Hoyt , Patricia. How To Ge.t sta!t,ted When You. Von't Know Whe.te To Beg.tit.
Jovanovich, 1980. ISBN 0-15-232263-9. $8.95. 210p.

A
912

Harcourt, Brace and

Where was this book when I was growing up?! This small voll.me is packed full of
useful informaticnfor a young person starting out on his or her own. It gives practical
advice for training and getting a j ob, managing money, getting an apartJnent, and buying
a car. So you are living away from home for the first t ime and don't feel well. This
book suggests ways to maintain health , cope with emergencies including major disasters,
and 1•here to seek aid of var ious types. This is a well-written practical book that should
be a part of any teenager' s (or even adult's ) library. -- K. S.

Lawrence, Louise. CatU.ltg B 6oll Bu..tteJL6t!f.
48648. $11.89. 213p.

Harper and Row, 1982.

ISBN 0-06-023iS0-3.

LC 81-

Four teenagers are thrown together, along with two babies, in a cruel world of
survival. The other nearly 1200 people aboard the starlirer SKYRIDER are dead, the
ship smashed by an asteroid. The si:<: are alone on Life Ferry B and have barely the
emoti onal stability to deal with their new challenge. However, an elusive l ife force
seems to accanpany them--a "fail-safe" when the yotmgsters cannot solve critical problems.
Even when they manage to contact an exploration base on Ganymede 1 a moon of .Jupiter 1 the
force l·ii th them cont inues ::o provide a strange sort of guidance . The men on Ganymede
recogni:e the life for ce as one renorted just before other space disasters and worry about
its portent, and as the Life Ferry enters the gra,ritational pull of J upiter, the life
force shows itself again.
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This is a haunting novel . Its science f i ction format i s only a vehicle for the vivid
portrayal of people (children) needing to elate in a stressful situat ion but in many
ways unable . Nevertheless, Lawrence brings her readers t o a comfortable yet uncert ain
conclusion. The youngsters can't land on the safety of Ganymede, yet have made peace
with themselves and one another and look confidently to what the future will bring them-now together and with the help of what has proven a benevolent alien life force . Life
Ferry B--B for butterfly--passes over Ganymede and heads toward the distant stars. --M.O. T.
Levitin, Sonia. The Yealt o6 Swee.t Se.MoJt I114a.nd!f.
LC 81-8081. $10.95. 190p.

B
912

Athenet111, 1982.

ISBN 0-689-30883-3.

Leni Pressman's senior year is filled to bursting with school activities, a part-t ime
j ob , the usual mother/ daughter hassles, and the problems of her two best friends, as
well as with her own consl.llli.ng love for Blair Justin--a college kid •..mo is "nineteen .. .
Maybe twenty." Leni is an attractive, believable character, She i s also one whau the
Planned Parenthood people would applaud; but I found her almost a tragic figure.
In the course of the story, Leni counsels her friend Rhonda to get an abortion,
decides that she herself has been a virgin long enough, gets birth conuol pills from
her family doctor, and spends ten· days alone with Blair while her par ents are in Hawaii.
In all this there is a lot of passion, and two sex scenes between Leni and Blair are
candidly reported for our benefit. Those are the objectionable parts ; there is also
muc h to praise.
For one thing, Leni 's relationship with her parents, and especially her mother. is like
sauething most of us have lived through. There are argunents and resentments and most
of the other things that crop up during teenage years, b.ut there is never any dotbt of
Leni ' s love for her parents or theirs for her . For another thing, Leni 's parents have
a good , old-fashioned, healthy marriage. For a third, Grandma Morris i s hilarious:
"A. nice boy," Grandma said when (Blair). was gone .
I only nodded.
My mother was serving coffee to Grandma. with plentY of milk. She said,
"He works with Leni at the stable."
Grandma turned to my mother, her face creased with worry . her voice rising .
'':•fargarE't, you don ' t think she will get hurt from the horses? One kick in the
head, and she will be in the hospital for a month,"
"A. kick in the head," I said, grinning, "and I'd likely be dead. Don't
worry, those horses are pussycats."
"Ma.ke a joke," Grandma grtlli>led. "You come to be my age, and everything is
not so funny . \fuy does she have to work, folargaret? You don't make enough money ,
you and Martin, that the child can have her childhood?"
"I worked at her age ."
'That ' s different," said Grandma with a wave, ''We were poor. And you never
got kicked by any horses. And you never had to stand in horse poop, pardon the
expression." She shook her head vehemently and reached out to me,
I kissed her. ... She whispered in my ear. "If you ever need anything, you
come to me. I have money put away. They don't even know about it. ''
<l>viously Sonia Levitin can write. (Whether Athene1.111's editors can proofread i s a
s pelled
s eparate question. I'd like to know what dictionary contains the word "bruskl y"-thus at least three times in the book, There were also eypographical
)
errors.
And
besides such masterful dialogue . there are moments of touching clarity and truth , as
when Leni tries to comfort Rhonda after her (Rhonda's l miscarriage:
'~ybe it was meant to be ," I finally whispered.
"You know , i t was
probably all for the best , folaybe God--"
"God!" she c ried out. "I asked God to give me this baby! I begged Him!
There is no God!"
''Then why did you ask Him?" I argued.
''He doesn't listen anyhow. Look at all the murders, the terrible crimes and
sickness . Do you think if there were a God He would let that happen? If He loves
us ?''

''He answered ," I said , my heart pounding. I didn ' t know why I fe l t so upset,
so ready t o do battle . I 've never been religious . ...
''He did answer you," I said firmly . ''He said no . "
· ~fuat ?"

"It wasn't right for you to have this baby. God said no. J ust because you
want something doesn't mean it's right for rou. And just because you don' t get
what you want, doesn't mean there is no God."
The main factor in favor of this work, however , i s that Levi t in very ef fec t i vely makes
the point that there is roore to se.x than "unbridled passion" (a t enn used i ronically
throughout the book) and that there is I1IJch more to love than sex . Both of Leni 's
assignations with Blair are ( realistically) somewhat less than glorious . Also, they
bring unforeseen consequences that teach Leni some painful l essons about responsibilitY -and about Blair.
In short, Se.MoJt 1114rut.i.ty i s not for everyone. Although I ' m sure i t' s a VE.T{Y t ame
r epresentation of modern high-school l ife, i t ' s st i ll a book about teen sex. If I had
a teenage daughter, I would hope to be able to discuss with her the issues that Levitin
raises in this storY--alwavs a better al ternative than at temoted censor ship. Besides ,
we both might learn' a lot.---T .H.
·
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Farrar, 1981.

ISBN 0-374-35791-9.

LC 81-4073.

$9.95

Few books I have read have the enKJtional impact of this one. From the first page you
know that Victoria's widowed roother is going to die. All the arrangements have been made
and all Victoria has to do when the time comes is take the money from underneath her
mother's pillow and get on the bus that will take her to her aunt's home in Dubuque.
There is one hitch, however, and Victoria recogni:es it only when it's too late: no one
will know about the arrangements if Victoria just walks out. The impact of this story
comes from a simple, straightfOrward account of how Victoria, at age ten, manages to
give her mother a proper farewell; and underlying all of this is a cosmic theory of debits
and credits that keeps Victoria going and that gives the book its title.
There are no cheap tear-jerking techniques; in fact, McLean shows admirable restraint,
seldom using words that are not neutral or colorless and almost never using a "wellturned phrase," however tempting. In consequence, it is the story itself that moves the
reader and not any sentimental stage-managing on the part of the author . This is the kind
of discipline that seems difficult even for JOOst seasoned authors.
There are, however, two things that leave me wondering. Although the book is set in
the recent past--sometime in the 70s or at least post-Vietnam--it has all the feelings and
images of the Great Depression, which remain even after a second reading. Has an editor
been tampering? And that question is related to the second question: In a talk at
Kerlan Library (Minneapolis), lvtiean indicated that she had received fifty-plus rejection
slips on the manuscript for Perot.i.e.6. One wonders who all these unwise editors were.
In happier times, editors were anniscient; today they seem merely omnipotent. This is a
fine story that deserves to be known and appreciated outside its region of origin.--T.K.H.

Marrin, Albert.
213p.

*

Pennl~~ 6o~

The

A.Uunan' .~

WaJt.

Atheneun, 1982.

ISBN 0-689-30907-4.

LC 81-8018 .

$11.95

This is a well-written book that introduces us to faroous aviators and the incredible
aircraft of l~orld War II. Professor Marrin has woven much disoarate detail into an
interesting, fast-paced story. The strength of the book is that 1vhile demonstrating the
superiority of the airplane in World War II, Marrin also clearly shows that war is a
waste. But as to the dust-jacket claim of not glossing over the mistakes of 1\'WII aerial
warfare, Marrin can only chronicle the 'snafus.' Most of the g·reat bltmders are still
well-kept secrets .
Item: The best-kept secret is one Marrirl has chronicled well: that among the great
generals, most lacked the wit and invention to break out of the ordinary stupid routine
that even the enemy could take maximuD advantage of.
Other secrets Marrin doesn't understand:
Item: U.S. Precision boni>ing was no better and often not as good as British saturation bOI!bing. lfuen in the USAF, I was never able to get my hands on any of the Strategic
Bombing Surveys, w·h ich says how well this secret was guarded.
Item: We took fine, high-performance boobers and overloaded them with armour, guns,
and bombs to the point that their airspeed was cut more than half. It is because takeoff speed was within a few knots of stall speed that for a long time we were losing more
men and aircraft on takeoff than in canbat. The crews were trained in empty aircraft
and not tmtil Col. Harper took over advanced training in England did crews get practice
on overloaded aircraft before coni>at .
The best part of this book for me is that Marrin keeps dnmming away at the excessively
high death rate for most of these battles. The paradox is that when a general did something outlandish to cut the losses, the torpid warriors preferred the high losses t o the
tmknown.--T.K.H.
.JUfred. The
Unpaged.

Highwayrnd~.

Oxford University Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-19-279748-4.

$4.50.

This is the second time that Olarl es Keeping has won the Kate Greenaway Award (the
British equivalent of the Caldecott). The story is Alfred ~oyes 's narrative poem of
Bes~ the Landlord~ black-eyed daughter and her lover, the highwayman . The ink and wash
drawings have all the power of Japanese sumi -e artWOrk. Bu't Keeping has a technique
available, never dreamt of by ancient brush-masters; that of reversals. When the lovers
are both dead, the same images that were positive in the opening of the tale now become
ghostly negative images which give haunting glimpses of what might have been but for
jealrusly.-T .K.H.

Rhue, Morton.
143p.

The Wave. Delacorte Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-440-09822-X .

LC 81- 70394.

$10.95.

The Wave. by Morton Rhue is a well-written accotmt of what happened in a California
classroom when a history teacher reenacted the development of ~azi power within his
classroom. The story shows how the teacher and students become caught up by the L'I!Petus
of unified action to the point that all who object to their discipline are seen as
enemies. Perhaps, because it really happened, the story has a frightening realism about
it. The reader begins to wonder how on earth the teacher can stop what he has started.
He even has doubts up to the last minute about wanting t o stop it because of efficiency
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol3/iss2/1
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and high student morale it generates. The way in which he makes the students and himself
face what they have become is dramatic, sa"; and hard on all of the participants. One can
see why it was an event that no one in the school wanted to talk about for three years
afterwards. (In other words, after all the students most closely involved had graduated.)
The Wave is convincing evidence that people don't need to experience all things to
learn a.bout them. Some things are better learned from books--like this one.--L.H.

Rowland- Entwistle, Theodore. The I~t.lr.a.te.d A.Ua.l. o6 the 6-W.ie Landt..
ISBN 0-531-09186-4. LC 81-51291. $9.90. 45p.

NR

5+

One would suppose that the strong point of an atlas should be the maps; in this case
they are the weak point . The biggest problem is the lack of colour consistency. Why is
the same area on twa different maps rendered in two different colours? What does the
shifting blue represent? Why, on page 28, is a Babylonian trading ship shown sailing
in the middle of M.c:tb.ic:t Ve.~ e-tta. One further wonders what the ticked line going across
land and water represents (page 8) .
To those of us accustomed to the careful scholarship of the Shelton maps in the Baly/
Tushingham atlas, where each colom- has a specific and precise effect, this atlas with
its random colours is a grave disappointment.--T.K.H.

Silverstein, Alvin a.OO Virginia.
$8.95. 154p.

A
912

i-9

The. Ge.ne..ti.cA Exp.io4.Wn.

l~arren.

Blu.e. Oen,On Bluu .

Ather.eun, 1982.

ISBN 0-590-0751i-9 .

ISBN 0-689-30942-2.

LC 82-1744.

$9.95.

lfuen Miss Conklyn asked the students in her Health class to list their good qualities,
Janet Donovan thought about it for a long while but was able to identify only one. She
1•as good with children. It wasn 1 t nruch--but it was a starting point .
Janet, at fifteen,
realized that it was time to do something about her stay-in-the-background, shadow self.
Shy as she was, it took great com-age for Janet to apply for a teacher's assistant job in
a local preschool. So she 1•as pleased and excited when she was hired for a trial period
even though Mrs . Bailey, the supervisor, told her they would continue to look for someone
1¥ith more e;q>erience. Janet was determined to do such a good job that they would be happy
to keep her for the whole summer.
She also hoped to have some good times with her girl friend, 'fiorse," ani to spark
up a dormant friendship with Darrell ., an old neighborhood buddy.
Janet faced a numer of difficult challenges that stmner both in her job and in her
personal life. She made some mistakes but she also made some progress. She didn't
miraculously overcome her shyness and became terribly popular, but she did gradually
grow more confident, and ccmpetent, in handling the children and in relating to people.
She even worked up the courage to play washtub in the Bluegrass band her father was
organizing. The fac1: that Darrell was menber of the band gave her an added incentive
to participate.
The story is well written and believable. Best of all, it has an important message,
which 1•as well received by at least one 11-year-old who read it and discussed il: with the
reviewer.--A.M.M.

Smith, William Jay. A GJte.e.n Pic:tee. (Mode.tut Poe/116).
LC 82-2363. $16.95. Z2Sp.

A
All
Ages

Four l"inds, 1980.

The authors take a comple."< subject and e.'Cpand on it in terms a non-scientist can
comprehend. The book begins by establishing a base by discussing what the genetic
explosion is from which the following topics emerge . Then principles of genetics are
e.'Cplained with definitive diagrams. For instance INA replication is explained through
both lucid text and clear diagrams. The remainder of the book e."GIIIines current issues
in the field of genetics; genetic diseases, recooilinant mA, and genetic engineering.
Although well-written, this book may be limited in appeal to those interested in the
subject. --K.S.

Smith, Anne
126p.

A

Franklin Watts, 1981.

Delacorte Press, 1982.

ISBN 0-440-02920-1.

William Jay Smith's A GJtee.n Pl.a.c.e is a fine collection of poems for any readers.
These should have particular appeal for young adult readers just discovering poetry as
1•e11 as for those already addicted. Smith's own title poem, "A Green Place," a preface
poem, is in the vein of and reminiscent of Robert Frost's "You Come Too,'' inviting us
into the collecl:ion of poetry.
I know a place so green and fe.~el-fine
Its boundary is air; and will you come?
Will you come soon, before the cold winds blow
To swirl the dust and drive the leaves away.
I found some favorites I hadn't seen since they appeared in periodicals, like Al
Levine 1 s 'The Bol:tle," which ends with
Actually it's plain water
It 1 s the ac1: of guessing that changes you,
And it stings on the way down.
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I found perennial favorites like Frost's "Nothing Gold Can Stay" and "Stopping
By Woods On a Snowy Evening" in the 1\'0RLD ~INI'ER section and David McCord's, ''The
Grassnopper" in TALK!~ TO Al'liMALS section.
The collection ends with one Smith translated from Valery Larbaud , "Poet's Wisn,"
wllere ne wishes to be
the dark, gentle thought
One bears secretly in the noise of cities,
A mcment's repose in the wind that drives us on,
A G~t.een Place is a poetry collection well worth having and reading.--E.W.
Theroux, Alexander. ~.teJt. SrUc.kuP'~ Harper
C.toa.k..
edition) 0-06-014284-7 (library edition).

~

~

Age

At best this is a pastiche and at worst it is a precious conceit, but whatever it is,
it is not a children's book, nor a young adult book either, for that matter. In the
first place, there are fortY words I do not know, all of archaic medieval ilk, to give
verisimilitude to this tale. Most of them are not in the concise OED nor in the Random
House unabridged, which leaves only the OED proper. Part of them you can figure out if
you know Latin. The place of swiving (any fool can drop archaic words) is call 'De
Valk Gravin' --wllich is, no doubt, of the same root as gravid--and to describe Mother
Spatula (double entendre?) as 'an ooidal sow' --oo • egg--wllat a pregnant suggestion! And
no doubt St. Puttock is a wordplay on 'putto.' No one can take a dabbler seriously: when
he canes to the dllteuemen.t and should use the word 'cullion'--it was made for his tale
in botll delicious---mea:nrngs--he uses a roodern word and uses it imprecisely. If this
review seems all nonsense, then go have a game of noughts and crosses and wait for a better
book to tell you about unrequited love and the Plague. --T .K.H.

Dodd, Mead and Company, 198Z .

Thomas, Kathleen. N.<.6k..Ut.
$ 7 .95 . 157p.

C•
.3-6

2-5

ISBN 0-396-08089-8.

LC 8Z-45375.

When Jeannie and Justin go to live with Uncle Oliver, things turn out to be 100re
interesting than they had expected. Their uncle is an eccentric inventor who lives alone
in a do-it -yourself log house in the woods. The house itself resembles a maze (Uncle
Oliver naving done-it-himself) and is cranllled with fascinating projects and inventions .
One of these inventions ultimately leads to an adventure, when Nifkin appears frcm
somewhere out of this world and leads the earthlings a merry chase for several days before
they can find a way to get him back home.
The main problem with this book is that it's a sort of puppet show: the people do not
come to life. The characters all seem to be taken from a grab-bag of assorted stock
'types' (the eccentric uncle, the big sister, the little brother, the nosy neighbor, the
gounnet cook, and a couple of other supporting actors), leaving the most interesting
character in the book to be the skunk . And even with the skunk there is a problem :
where I cc:me from, skunks who wander around in broad daylight, and especially into buildings or among crowds of people, are instantly looked upon as demented--and probably
rabid. I suppose one could attribute the behavior of this particular skunk to extraterrestrial influence (namely Nifkin's), but that still doesn't account for the townspeople's reaction--or rather their lack of the appropriate one.
Unfortunately the skunk can't carry the story alone . The reader is left wondering
if and why Jeannie and Justin are orphans, whether Uncle Oliver has any other past
e."<cept some vague cormection with "the University," just who Martin and Sarah are, and,
in fact, whether the author herself could answer any of these questions . The sturming
two-dimensionality of the whole story makes it just too wooden to be a good f3Iltasy.
(Because good fantasies , you know, are more real than reality.) Pity. 1\'i th more work,
.IJ.i..61U1t could have made a memorable book. As it is, it's only a hannless one . --T.H.

Tolstoy, Leo. The Fool.
Unpaged.

A

& Row, 1979. ISBN 0-06-014Z83-0 (trade
LC 79-1799. $7 . 89 . Unpaged.

Schocken Books, 1981.

ISBN 0-8052-3783-6.

LC 81-40420.

S5.95 .

lfuen I was a wee laddie, I loved Epaminondas and never tired of hearing all the stupid
things he did, for they made me feel very clever. No doubt I would nave loved the Fool
at that age also . But now that I am older and much more foolish, I tend to feel sorry
for the Fool, who is always saying today what was appropriate yesterday . 1-t>st of my
witty rejoinders have about the same timeliness as the Fools' rehearsed speeches. Even
more foolish is the advice of the three clever women. Now that is heartening. And when
all of this moralising--which, no doubt, Tolstoy intended all ages to do--is coupled
with the animated illustrations by Lapointe, the result is a charming book. The little
artwork insets add greatly to the interest of this book. --T .K.H .

lvalker, Lester . C~pe~q
LC 82-3469 . $14.95.

oo~

Ch.i...e.dlt.en.
208p.

The Overlook Press, 1982.

ISBN 0-87951-155-9.

This is an ~xcellent book for a nl.Dilber of reasons: the designs are sound, the
instructions are thorough, all of the projects are well within the capabilities of 10 to
13 year olds, the photographs are marvelous, and best of all, the carpentry is done with
sound nandtool techniques.
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\'t'hen I first saw the book, I thought,·~fuo is going to buy the ltlltler'?''but then I
reali:ed that the kids are not going to build everything in the book at once. The racer
or the lemonade stand are the big projects and they will take time. The best part of
the book is the picture of the author as a young lad on the starting line at the soapbox derby. And though he is never seen in the book, you sense his presence as a father
on every page, teaching and directing, laughing and working, and taking those rna. velous
photographs.--T.K.H.

l'iestall, Robert.
160p.

A
10+

TILe.

Sc.a~~.ec.JtCW6.

Olatto & Windus Ltd., 1981.

A

$5.50.

To those who have asked 'What can we get for our children to read--and don't tell us
Newbery prize books?' I can answer with certitude: 'Carnegie Medal Books . ' The 19 8Z
Carnegie, The. Sc.aJLe.c't.OW6 by Robert Westall, only increases my admiration of this long
line of fine books deroonstrating quality and diversity.
Westall won the Carnegie in 1976 with Tlte. .\lacJWte. Gwtne.M. The Sc.aJLecltOW6 is, to
coin a phrase, a schizoid stream-of-consciousness novel, but because of the author's skill
is without the confusion nonnally associated with this genre.
Simon's father has been killed in the war and his mother remarries an artist who
lives in a house near an old mill, a place which, as the story reveals, is the site of
grisly tragedy--and this tragedy becomes intertwined with Si.l!Dn's life. It is Simon,
of course, who lives in two worlds--one sulking, the other violent. It is he who
activates the ghosts of the old mill who, as scarecrows, move across the turnip field
getting closer each day to the house.
Stream of consciousness can becane predictable and stereotyped, but I certainly did
not predict how this story was going to end, nor half the turnS it would take . Equally
ccmaendable is the fidelity of characterization. One has the feeling of being on a
first-name basis with half the people in this book.--T.K.H.

White, Florence Meiman. L<.nu.6 Pau.Ung: Scie.n.U.6.t and Cltu.6adeJt.
ISBN 0-8027-6390-1. LC 79-6554. $9.95. 90p .

...

ISBN 0- 701-12556-X.

Walker & Company, 1980 .

.~ uncCJIIOOn biography about an unconmon ..werican who was awarded two Nobel Prizes,
who made many scientific discoveries that benefited mankind, and who led a worldwide
crusade against nuclear weapons and war. A chronicle of the pub lie, professional, and
private life of a curious student, dedicated scientist, and courageous citi:en. Left
fatherless as a boy, Linus worked his way through school, earned a Ph.D in Chemistry,
and became a professor at Cal Tech. During World War II he was awarded the Presidential
~1 of Merit for scientific and medical discoveries benefiting the U.S. war effort, but
after the war the same government limited his travel because of his opposition to
nuclear weaJ:ons. Undatmted, Dr. Pauling participated in ban-the-bam activities and got
involved in con'troversy regarding his proposals about the effect of vitamin C on diseases.
The author effectively interweaves the achievements of Linus Pauling with his personal
life. The book is interesting, easy to read and laced with h1.100r and suspense. Although
the topic is science, 'the biography can be understood by all readers, because it provides
background and answers for students asking questions about 'the threat of nuclear power,
and 'the impact of science upon society.- -G .C.

Books in this issue are from the following publishers:
ANDRE DEtTI'SOi. E.P. Dutton & Co . , Inc., Z Park Avenue,
10003.
York,
~ew
~
A1HENEl..r-1 PUBLISHERS. l ZZ East 42nd Street, New York, W 10017.
aiATIO AND IY1NDUS, LTD. Chatto, Jona'than, Bodley, 99 Main Street, Salem, :-lH 03079.
CLARION BOOKS. See Houghton Mifflin.
C(]\'ARD, 1-CC.~\i"l -~ GEOOffiGAN, INC . 200 Madison
York,Avenue, New
W 10016.
UiQ\16.5 Y. CID'ffil.L. See Harner and Row.
CROWN PUBLISHERS, Il\'C. One-Park Avenue Sou'th, :-lew York, W 10016.
DEUCORI'E PRESS. 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 245 East 45th Street, :-lew York, ~ 10017.
DIAL PRESS. 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 245 East ~ith Street, ~ew York,~~ 10017.
0000, MEAD & CO. 79 Madison Avenue,
York,~ew
W 10016 .
FARRAR, STRAlli & GIROUX, INC. 19 Union Square West, :-rew York, :-N 10003.
FOUR WINDS PRESS. SO \'lestYork,
44'th Street,
S
ew
W 10036.
HARCOURr, BRACE :\ND JOVAOOVIOi , INC. 757 Third Avenue, New York, ~ lOOli.
HARPER & RO~. PUBLISHERS. 10 East 53rd Street, :-lew York, W lOOZZ.
HOLT, RI~ AND IHNSTCN, I~. 383 ~1adison Avenue, ~ew York, W 10017.
H<XGITO:-r ~IIFFLIN CO.
Park Street, Boston, MA 02107.
2
OVERLOOK PRESS. Charles Scribner's Sons , 597 Fif'th Avenue, New York , NY 10017 .
OXFORD T.JlliiVERSITY PRESS, INC. ZOO ~1adison Avenue, ~ew York, W 10016.
PHILOMEL PRESS. 200 Madison Avenue, :-lew York, ~y 10016.
G.P. ~\!'S
Madison
SGIS. 200
Avenue, Ner.'f' York, W 10016.
SOiOCICEN BOOKS. ~00 :-.fadison Avenue,
10016.
York,:-rew
:'ft"
I'IALKER ..l.!'lD CO. 7ZO Fifth Avenue, ~ew York, W 10019.
FRA.J'iKLIN l'iATIS, INC.
730 Fifth Avenue, ~el" York, W 10019.
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Brigham Young University
c.....,se"' fcb:.MIOII
Depoonmen1 n4 flemcn~My lduuliiNI

February 1, 1

Dear Subscriber:
You ~~ay have ooticed that recent issues of the BRIGIAM YOO~ UNIVERSITY
OfiLIIU:N'S BOOK REVIEW have oot arrived. You have rot been aissed in the
~~~~tiling; they have rot been -iled.
We have encountered SOllie probleiiiS
these past few ronths which have delayed our work. All of us who read
and review the books do so in addition to our dai:ly duties and obligations
and sane kinks in the lllachinery have appeared recently .
Happily, we have made the necessary adjustments, but not in t illle to avoid
a aajor interruption in our production. You will be receiving all the
revi~~s you expected during this subscription year. They will be arriving
in a different format, however. Instead of the nine .onthly issues, the
new BYUCBR will appear in five bi-110nthly issues. Altlnlgh the l'UIIber of
issues will decrease, the nt.IIIOer of books reviewed annually will increase
slifhtly as a result of ~ol~ fi'OIIl nine issues to five loW!r Issues. You
wit soon be receiving t e veiiiber-neceiiiber issue, follo
by the
January-February (before the end of February), then the ~arch-April, and
finally the t-By-.Jtme .
We regret the inconvenience our delay has caused you . By way of apology
and to help make things right, we are extending your subscription for an
additional year at no extra cost. CUrrent subscrtbers automatically w1ll
receive the BYOCBR fOr the ent1re 1983-84 school year at no additional
pa)'llent.
We thank you for your patience and look forward to serving you.

~Jincerely,
\
·. \.
,

'• _tt~;.:,i .:\ \ ti.~.,\.~
/

I

J
s S. JaCob!~
Editor, BYOCBR
dk
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